QAPI Self-Assessment Question | Resources
--- | ---
Our organization has developed principles guiding how QAPI will be incorporated into our culture and built into how we do our work. | HRSA Quality Improvement
- Part 1: Quality Improvement (QI) and the Importance of QI
- Part 2: Before Beginning - Establish an Organizational Foundation for QI

Journey to Excellence: How Baldrige Health Care Leaders Succeed
Developing a Quality Management System: The Foundation for Performance Excellence in Long Term Care

Our organization has identified how all service lines and departments will utilize and be engaged in QAPI to plan and do their work. | HRSA Quality Improvement
- Part 3: QI Programs - The Improvement Journey
- Part 4: Supporting the QI Program - Keep the Momentum Going

Baldridge Award Winning Quality: How To Interpret the Baldridge Criteria for Performance Excellence

Our organization has developed a written QAPI plan that contains the steps that the organization takes to identify, implement and sustain continuous improvements all departments; and is revised on an ongoing basis. | The Improvement Guide: A Practical Approach to Enhancing Organizational Performance

Our board of directors and trustees (if applicable) are engaged in and supportive of the performance improvement work being done in our organization. | OIG Compliance Program Guidance for Nursing Facilities


Center for Health Management Research: Enhancing the Board’s Role in Quality; Oct 2005-Oct 2007

The Executive Guide to Understanding and Implementing Baldrige in Healthcare: Evidence-Based Excellence

QAPI is considered a priority in our organization. | Nursing Home Quality Campaign & Commonwealth Fund: Implementing Change in Long-Term Care
Section V Developing Teams; Page 52 – Time Commitment

QAPI is an integral component of new caregiver orientation and training. | Susan Wehry, M.D.: Getting Better All the Time: Working Together for Continuous Improvement Pages 2-4

Stratis Health: Quality Improvement Basics – From QA to QI (Webinar & Handout)

Training is available to all caregivers on performance improvement strategies and tools. | Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality: Learning Circles

Stratis Health: Quality Improvement Basics – From QA to QI (Webinar & Handout)
### QAPI Self-Assessment Question

When conducting performance improvement projects, we make a small change and measure the effect of that change before implementing more broadly.

**An example** of a small change is pilot testing and measuring with one nurse, one resident, on one day, or one unit, (sometimes known as N=1 or numerator of one) and then expanding the testing based on the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASQ: Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Healthcare Improvement: PDSA Worksheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When addressing performance improvement opportunities, our organization focuses on making changes to systems and processes rather than focusing on addressing individual behaviors.

**For example**, we avoid assuming that education or training of an individual is the problem, instead, we focus on what was going on at the time that allowed a problem to occur and look for opportunities to change the process in order to minimize the chance of the problem recurring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality: Quality Improvement Fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing Change in Long Term Care: A Practical Guide to Transformation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our organization has established a culture in which caregivers are held accountable for their performance, but not punished for errors and do not fear retaliation for reporting quality concerns.

**For example**, we have a process in place to distinguish between unintentional errors and intentional reckless behavior and only the latter is addressed through disciplinary actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Home Quality Campaign &amp; Commonwealth Fund: Implementing Change in Long-Term Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing Accountability; page 92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leadership can clearly describe, to someone unfamiliar with the organization, our approach to QAPI and give accurate and up-to-date examples of how the facility is using QAPI to improve quality and safety of resident care.

**For example**, the administrator can clearly describe the current performance improvement initiatives, or projects, and how the work is guided by caregivers involved in the topic as well as input from residents and families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMS: QAPI-at-a-Glance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 1: Leadership Responsibility and Accountability (page 9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our organization has identified all of our sources of data and information relevant to our organization to use for QAPI. This includes data that reflects measures of clinical care; input from caregivers, residents, families, and stakeholders, and other data that reflects the services provided by our organization.

**For example**, we have listed all available measures, indicators or sources of data and carefully selected those that are relevant to our organization that we will use for decision making. Likewise, we have excluded measures that are not currently relevant and that we are not actively using in our decision making process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHCA LTC Trend Tracker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS: Nursing Home Compare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancing Excellence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the relevant sources of data we identify, our organization sets targets or goals for desired performance, as well as thresholds for minimum performance.

**For example**, our goal for resident ratings for recommending our facility to family and friends is 100% and our threshold is 85% (meaning we will revise the strategy we are using to reach our goal if we fall below this level).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mind Tools: Locke’s Goal Setting Theory - Understanding SMART Goal Setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Business Review: Making Sure Your Employees Succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS: QAPI-at-a-Glance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Setting Worksheet; pages 37-38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### QAPI Self-Assessment Question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QAPI Self-Assessment Question</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| We have a system to effectively collect, analyze, and display our data to identify opportunities for our organization to make improvements. This includes comparing the results of the data to benchmarks or to our internal performance targets or goals. | AHCA: LTC Trend Tracker  
CMS: Nursing Home Compare  
Advancing Excellence |
| **For example,** performance improvement projects or initiatives are selected based on facility performance as compared to national benchmarks, identified best practice, or applicable clinical guidelines. | Institute for Healthcare Improvement: Tips for Effective Measures  
Institute for Healthcare Improvement: Establishing Measures |
| Our organization has, or supports the development of, employees who have skill in analyzing and interpreting data to assess our performance and support our improvement initiatives. | Six Sigma: How to Select a Quality Improvement Project |
| **For example,** our organization provides opportunities for training and education on data collection and measurement methodology to caregivers involved in QAPI. | Health Resources and Services Administration: Developing and Implementing a QI Plan  
Project Charter- Six Sigma  
Template Team Charter |
| From our identified opportunities for improvement, we have a systematic and objective way to prioritize the opportunities in order to determine what we will work on. This process takes into consideration input from multiple disciplines, residents and families. This process identifies problems that pose a high risk to residents or caregivers, is frequent in nature, or otherwise impact the safety and quality of life of the residents. | Six Sigma: Project Charter |
| When a performance improvement opportunity is identified as a priority, we have a process in place to charter a project. This charter describes the scope and objectives of the project so the team working on it has a clear understanding of what they are being asked to accomplish. | Health Resources and Services Administration: Management Data for Performance Improvement  
Staff Stability Toolkit  
Gathering and Using Data; Chapter 3  
Measuring Quality Improvement in Healthcare |
| For our Performance Improvement Projects, we have a process in place for documenting what we have done, including highlights, progress, and lessons learned. | Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality: Quality Improvement Fundamentals  
QIO’s: The Quality Improvement Workbook |
| **For example,** we have project documentation templates that are consistently used and filed electronically in a standardized fashion for future reference. | Health Resources and Services Administration: Management Data for Performance Improvement  
Staff Stability Toolkit  
Gathering and Using Data; Chapter 3  
Measuring Quality Improvement in Healthcare |
| For every Performance Improvement Project, we use measurement to determine if changes to systems and process have been effective. We utilize both process measures and outcome measures to assess impact on resident care and quality of life. | Health Resources and Services Administration: Management Data for Performance Improvement  
Staff Stability Toolkit  
Gathering and Using Data; Chapter 3  
Measuring Quality Improvement in Healthcare |
| **For example,** if making a change, we measure whether the change has actually occurred and also whether it has had the desired impact on the residents. | Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality: Quality Improvement Fundamentals  
QIO’s: The Quality Improvement Workbook |
| Our organization uses a structured process for identifying underlying cause of problems, such as Root Cause Analysis. | Oklahoma Foundation for Medical Quality: Quality Improvement Fundamentals  
QIO’s: The Quality Improvement Workbook |
QAPI Self-Assessment Question | Resources
--- | ---
When using Root Cause Analysis to investigate an event or problem, our organization identifies system and process breakdowns and avoids focus on individual performance. | Think Reliability: Root Cause Analysis Basics
Duke University Medical Center: Measurement: Process and Outcome Indicators

For example, if an error occurs, we focus on the process and look for what allowed the error to occur in order to prevent the same situation from happening with another caregiver and another resident.

When systems and process breakdowns have been identified, we consistently link corrective actions with the system and process breakdown, rather than having our default action focus on training education, or asking caregivers to be more careful, or remember a step. We look for ways to assure that change can be sustained. | Mind Tools: Cause and Effect Analysis
Implementing Change in Long Term Care: A Practical Guide to Transformation (Chapter IX)
The Memory Jogger: A Pocket Guide of Tools for Continuous Improvement

For example, if a policy or procedure was not followed due to distraction or lack of caregivers, the corrective actions focuses on eliminating distraction or making changes to staffing levels.

When corrective actions have been identified, our organization puts both process and outcome measure in place in order to determine if the change is happening as expected and that the change has resulted in the desired impact to resident care. | Advancing Excellence
Staff Stability Toolkit

For example, when making a change to care practices around fall prevention there is a measure looking at whether the change is being carried out and a measure looking at the impact on fall rate.

When an intervention has been put in place and determined to be successful, our organization measures whether the change has been sustained. | Advancing Excellence

For example, if a change is made to the process of medication administration, there is a plan to measure both whether the change is in place, and having the desired impact (this is commonly done at 6 or 12 months).

These resources were identified by the American Health Care Association in conjunction with the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) QAPI Self-Assessment Tool. CMS has not endorsed this document.